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Abstract
The coronavirus pandemic has been globally impacting the health and prosperity of people. A persistent increase in the

number of positive cases has boost the stress among governments across the globe. There is a need of approach which gives

more accurate predictions of outbreak. This paper presents a novel approach called diffusion prediction model for pre-

diction of number of coronavirus cases in four countries: India, France, China and Nepal. Diffusion prediction model works

on the diffusion process of the human contact. Model considers two forms of spread: when the spread takes time after

infecting one person and when the spread is immediate after infecting one person. It makes the proposed model different

over other state-of-the art models. It is giving more accurate results than other state-of-the art models. The proposed

diffusion prediction model forecasts the number of new cases expected to occur in next 4 weeks. The model has predicted

the number of confirmed cases, recovered cases, deaths and active cases. The model can facilitate government to be well

prepared for any abrupt rise in this pandemic. The performance is evaluated in terms of accuracy and error rate and

compared with the prediction results of support vector machine, logistic regression model and convolution neural network.

The results prove the efficiency of the proposed model.

Keywords Coronavirus � Prediction � Diffusion � Support vector machine (SVM) � Confirmed cases � Logistic regression

(LR) � Convolution neural network (CNN) � Internet of things (IOT)

1 Introduction

Access to accurate outbreak prediction models is important

to get the better understanding of the probable spread and

after effects of contagious diseases. Governments and other

statutory organizations majorly rely on outcomes from

prediction models for suggesting new strategies. The

novel coronavirus is caused by severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV2) [1]. World Health

Organization (WHO) perceived it as a global pandemic

[2]. The disease Covid-19 has been become a pandemic

due to unavailability of exact treatment, medicine or vac-

cine, high transmission rate, various mutations of the virus.

The virus first appeared in Wuhan, China, and spread

exponentially, infecting millions of people across the world

[3, 4]. This coronavirus outbreak has now affected more

than 218 countries and territories. USA is at the top with

21,857,616 confirmed cases, and India is at second position

with 10,395,938 confirmed cases [5], 6.

To control the pandemic, most of the governments have

been implementing lockdown as a primarily action to

maintain social distancing. Although this step is admirable

measure to control the further spreading of virus, it may

raise the significant financial crisis. It may also affect the

health of the people in terms of stress due to job loss and
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salary deductions. Specifically, in densely populated

countries it may reduce the transmission rate; however,

entire control on situation may not be achieved.

Existing mathematical models on theoretical epidemi-

ology significantly contributed for mathematical epidemi-

ology. Number of known and unknown parameters

engaged in the spread of virus, the variant population-wide

behaviour and different strategies followed in containment

zones drastically increased the uncertainty for the existing

models [7],8. Hence a suitable mathematical model would

not be able to predict the disease. With the advancement of

computational tools and software, complex mathematical

model has been developed to analyse the disease thor-

oughly in a scientific manner. In the history of literature,

many model-based studies have successfully achieved the

global dynamics of the corresponding infectious disease

[9–11]. Thus, standard prediction models are facing chal-

lenges in providing reliable results.

To overcome these challenges, many authors and

researchers introduced new models but with assump-

tions like social distancing, quarantines, etc.

[12–15]. However, nature of Covid-19 depends on these

factors as well, so using a single model will not fulfil the

need throughout the globe. Quantitative analysis is signif-

icantly required for prediction of Covid-19 disease. The

simple quantitative and more accurate model can help the

government agencies to make the decisions when to take

decision for lockdown and unlock which may help to think

of economically or healthwise. Unprecedented time and

uncertainties linked with this disease may lead to predic-

tion of inaccurate information. As per media sources,

USA’s most effective coronavirus prediction model has

amended its predictions as earlier predictions was too far

from actual values.

Though many predefined machine learning algorithms

were used for the prediction, none of them got very far in

the accuracy of the model. With this motivation, the pre-

sent study is introducing a prediction model which is based

on the diffusion process of coronavirus disease as it is

spreading from human contact [16, 17]. According to the

information received, the disease may take around one

week or less than a week for the exposure of symptoms of

an infected person, although that person able to infect other

persons during that period. The present work considers

both the cases whether infected person is infecting other

persons immediately or after a period. This is the novelty

of the proposed model. The proposed novel model not only

gives a better accuracy over other state-of-the-art models

but also compute the prediction in a much lesser time. This

paper assesses the occurrence of coronavirus cases in 4

countries, namely India (second worst position among all

countries and territories), France, China (occurrence

of first coronavirus case) and Nepal. The data consid-

ered for the present work are from March to January 2021.

The main objectives of the present work are:

• In this paper, a diffusion-based prediction model is

introduced to forecast the confirmed, active, recover

and death cases called model as diffusion prediction

model.

• The study uses this prediction model to predict the

future cases in India, France, China and Nepal.

• The proposed model is a generalize model and extract-

ing the data directly from John Hopkins University

repository which is making use of IOT.

• The present work also implemented two machine

learning approaches SVM model, LR model and one

deep learning approach CNN model to compare the

performance in terms of accuracy and error rate. These

three models are applied by authors in their work

[18–20].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

presents the related work. Section 3 presents the diffusion

prediction model for predicting the coronavirus cases.

Section 4 discusses the materials and methods used in

detail. Section 5 discusses the performance evaluation

followed by results & discussions in Sect. 6. Section 7

concludes the present research work along with the limi-

tation of the present work.

2 Related work

Recently, prediction of coronavirus outbreak has been the

focused area by many of the researchers. Number of studies

are now available in literature which discusses predictive

analysis through various models.

Several statistical approaches based on time series [21],

multivariate linear regression [22], grey forecasting models

[23, 24], backpropagation neural networks [25, 26] and

simulation models [27] have been introduced by authors to

predict ubiquitous cases. Many authors have applied

models on different applications [28–30]. In another study,

authors discussed different factors that affect epidemics

and determined the dissemination of the disease [31],32.

Wang et al. presented the sparse logistic regression model

for finalizing the image retrieval [33]. In contrary research,

Kumar et al. applied fuzzy neural technique to predict the

risk of parameters in a disease [9].

Recently in coronavirus pandemic situation, number of

distinct models presented by authors to assess the rate,

pervasiveness and mortality rate of coronavirus. In one of

the studies, authors developed a model to forecast the

status of coronavirus outbreak in China using statistical

approaches [34]. Similar analysis was also conducted for
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Asia and other European countries [35]. In another work,

authors introduced an algorithm to predict the death rate

due to coronavirus in China [36]. Effective mortality rate is

increased drastically due to the global effect of outbreak.

The global outbreak created a need to analyse and pre-

dict the occurrence patterns of coronavirus for other

countries also. Sina et al. [37] presented a prediction of

coronavirus outbreak in five countries using machine

learning approach. Authors concluded that by integrating

machine learning models with SEIR models, realistic pre-

diction results can be achieved.

In another study, Singh et al. presented a support vector

machine (SVM)-based prediction model to forecast the

coronavirus cases for 10 countries having maximum

number of coronavirus cases [18]. Yadav et al. [38] also

presented the spreading pattern of coronavirus in the top

ten infected countries. Authors considered the attributes

confirmed, active, recovered and death cases for analysis.

In contrary work, Amit et al. [39] presented a mathematical

model to present the estimation of peak day for India, USA

and Italy. Authors applied the bimodal Gaussian mixture

model for forecasting of future cases. Aman et al. [40]

introduced various prediction models to predict the coro-

navirus cases in densely populated countries using machine

learning. Various studies applied different models for

prediction of coronavirus cases in India. Santanu et al.

presented forecasting of cases in India using autoregressive

integrated moving average method [41]. Gaurav et al.

introduced the predictions of outbreak in India using SEIR

and regression model [42]. They analysed the cases till the

end of March 2020. Ahmed et al. [43] presented a deep

learning approach for prediction. They used the X-ray

images for the prediction. Self-supervised learning is

another emerging approach for prediction, but it requires

immense computational power, which is hard to achieve,

and it is very sensitive [44, 45]. Number of studies has

presented the prediction of outbreak for India and other

countries. Summary of all these approaches is given in

Table 1. Each study has applied different approach and

presented the accuracy with other performance metrics.

However, still there is a scope of exploring models for

improving the accuracy of the forecasting results. As per

our knowledge through literature review, no one has used

the diffusion-based prediction model for forecasting the

outbreak.

3 Diffusion prediction model for prediction
of corona virus

The model uses a process known as the diffusion process.

Researchers have been using this process for forecasting of

stock market [46], fake news [47], vaccination slot

allotment, etc. The word ’diffusion’ has originated from the

Latin word ‘diffundre’ hich means ‘to spread’. In 1962,

Rogers defined diffusion as ‘the process in which an

innovation is communicated through certain channels over

time among the members of a social system’. According to

him, diffusion of innovation process is basically the spread

of a new idea from its source of invention to its end users.

The term diffusion very much corelates here for the current

pandemic ‘Diffusion process of coronavirus’. The process

in which coronavirus is spreading through various channels

from one host to another host in a social network as

illustrated in Fig. 1. The diffusion of innovation process is

dependent on the time series, and the process of spreading

of epidemic is significantly sensitive to the origin of the

time the epidemic started.

Process of adapting the new innovations and its spread

has been studied over 30 years. Various authors used

Rogers’s theory of diffusion of innovations in their

research work (1995) [48]. Many of the studies shown the

model’s relevance to technological innovations. Hence, the

word ’technology’ and ’innovation’ can be interchanged.

According to Roger’s model, the innovation, communica-

tion channels, time and social system are the main com-

ponents of diffusion model.

In the proposed model, authors are considering SARS-

CoV-2 as innovation and human contact as main commu-

nication channel because in diffusion innovation process,

innovation is spreading through communication channels;

here, coronavirus is spreading through human contact.

Time can be ignored in behavioural research. In this model,

time does not intervene explicitly. However, it can be used

to predict the cases every month to view the larger picture

of the rise in cases. Social system is the main component of

proposed diffusion prediction model as entire diffusion

process is influenced by the social structure or social

behaviour. It is propagating rapidly through social contact

of an infected host.

Diffusion prediction model forecasts the coronavirus

cases in two forms. One is where model is considering the

lag and second where model is working without consid-

ering lag. Lag defines the delay in attaining the maximum

value. In the current work, lag supports the model to

consider a case where the virus takes some time to spread

to the next person after infecting one person. When model

works without lag, it considers the virus to have immediate

effect in the spread. Both the cases are very much impor-

tant for the model to attain the accuracy as the covid cases

start rising after a few days. Hence, in present work, lag

(lgÞ) calculation is very crucial task. We can compute the lg
using the below equation.

lg ¼ min max lag,� Nð Þ;Nð Þ1 ð1Þ
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Table 1 Summary of models used for prediction of coronavirus outbreak

Author/year Model used Duration Countries considered

Singh et al. (2020) SVM machine learning algorithm 22 January 2020 to 25 April

2020

China

Ardabili et al. (2020) Adaptive network-based fuzzy

inference system

22 January 2020 to 18 March

2020

Italy, Germany, Iran, USA and China

Ceylan (2020) Regressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA)

21 February 2020 to 15 April

2020

Italy, Spain and France

Fanelli and Piazza

(2020)

Mean field kinetics 22 January 2020 to 15 March

2020

China, Italy and France

Li et al. (2020) Function h(t) 20 January 2020 to 11

February 2020

China

Yadav et al. (2020) Prophet machine learning algorithm 22 January 2020 to 15 April

2020

Italy, China, USA, Iran, Australia, Canada,

France, UK, Spain

Singhal et al. (2020) susceptible-infected-recovered (SIR) 22 January 2020 to 6 June

2020

India, Italy, and USA

Guo and He (2021) Artificial neural network (ANN) January 20 to 11 November

2020

Worldwide

Roy et al. (2020) Regressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA)

30 January 2020 to 26 April

2020

India

Kulkarni et al. (2021) Linear regression (LR) 31 December 2019 to 16

May 2020

India

Pandey et al. SEIR 30 January 2020 to 30 March

2020

India

Chaurasia and Pal Regressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA)

22 January 2020 to 29 June

2020

Worldwide

Wieczorek et al.

(2020)

Artificial neural network (ANN) 30 January 2020 to 26 April

2020

Worldwide

Albahli and Albattah

(2020)

Convolution neural network (CNN) NA Worldwide

()

SARS-CoV-2 Human 
Host

Host Contacts 
with others

Fig. 1 Diffusion process for

corona virus spread
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Here, N is representing number of days. Positive and

negative values are considered to support two cases. One is

where spread occurs before symptoms and second is where

symptoms are seen before spread.

When the model is working with lag, it predicts every

case (q) of coronavirus using Eq. (2). Here

q 2 confirmed; active; deaths; recoveredf g.
Plag ¼ max n; 0ð Þ � ð1� ebÞc ð2Þ

Plag is the forecast of model with lag. Here, n is the

length of data set used and 0e0 is Euler’s number which is an

irrational mathematical constant base for all natural loga-

rithms. This constant number is used for forecasting either

for the financial indices or for the spread of diseases. In the

present study, we are making use of e for forecasting the

spread of coronavirus disease. The growth of the virus

eventually follows a pattern control by ‘e0 as given below:

e ¼ lim
n!1

1þ 1

n

� �n

ð3Þ

b is representing the coronavirus cases changing from

day to day and it can be calculated as

b ¼ min �E; 0ð Þ � t � lagð Þ ð4Þ

Here, 0E0 is defining the efficiency of spreading of virus.

It is considered as negative to show the attainment of a

stage where the virus cannot spread as efficiently due to

lower number of unaffected people. ‘t’ is the iterations in

the form of days.

‘c’ is representing the compounding effect in the cal-

culated value of ‘b’ according to the ‘a’ chosen. It can be

computed as

c ¼ max a; 0ð Þ ð5Þ

Here, a is representing the learning rate of the model.

Number of experiments were conducted using different

values of learning rate. The value which gives the best loss

without sacrificing speed of training is the optimal learning

rate. It is always useful to reduce learning rate as the

training progresses. In the present work, learning rate with

value 0.5 provides the best results.

When the model is working without lag, it predicts

every case (q) of coronavirus using Eq. (6). It calculates

the rate at which there will be increase in cases for the next

day.

P ¼ max n; 0ð Þ � 1� eh
� �c ð6Þ

Table 2 Time period for data sets for predictive Analysis

Country Confirmed cases Death Recovered cases Active cases

India March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021

China Dec 21,019–2nd Feb 2021 Dec 2019–2nd Feb 2021 Dec 2019–2nd Feb 2021 Dec 2019–2nd Feb 2021

France March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021

Nepal March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021 March 2020–2nd Feb 2021

Fig. 2 Category-wise

coronavirus cases in four

countries
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Here, h is defining the coronavirus cases changing from

day to day without lag and it can be computed as

h ¼ min �E; 0ð Þ � t ð7Þ

Plag and P is calculated for 0n0 number of cases. Mean

squared loss can be computed as

Fig. 3 Research methodology

Fig. 4 Analysis of common symptoms among coronavirus patients
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rms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXn

t¼1
Plagt � ds2tq

� �r
ð8Þ

Here, dstq is representing the data set. t and q are rep-

resenting number of rows and column in data set. q is

defining the type of case which is predicted by model.

Section 3.1 discusses the pseudocode 1 and pseudocode

2 for implementation of proposed model.

3.1 Pseudocode

The lag must be less than ?/- 100 days for accuracy of the

model. To find a minimum, authors have applied 3-D

parameter space using gradient descent. The pseudocode 2

for the same is given below:

3.2 Materials and methods

The present work used real-time coronavirus data sets of

India, China, France and Nepal for confirmed, death, active

and recovered cases. Data sets of India are taken from the

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of

India. Time series data for these four countries have also

been taken from Centre for System Science and Engi-

neering (CSSE) at Johns Hopkins University [5]. CSSE has

been implementing a real-time geographic information

system (GIS) for providing the data or information for

coronavirus cases. The system uses IOT to share and dis-

tribute data in real-time environment. IOT offers high data

processing speed and precision over GPS [49–53]. How-

ever, John Hopkins University resource centre has used

multiple other data sources for tracking of new cases of

coronavirus like twitter feeds, direct communications

through dashboards, etc. Usage of IOT has made the task of

data-collection semi-automatic [54–56].

Fig. 5 Confirmed vs. predicted coronavirus cases in a India, b China, c France, d Nepal
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Time period for data sets used to execute the predictive

analysis with different categories is shown in Table 2.

Figure 2 shows the status of coronavirus cases in all four

countries in terms of total confirmed cases, active cases,

total deaths and total recovered cases till 2 February 2021.

It shows an upward trend in case of all mentioned

countries.

3.3 Methodology

Time series prediction of coronavirus data set includes all

the information about the coronavirus cases for all the

countries and provinces. Authors extracted the data for

each of the four mentioned countries (India, China, France

and Nepal) and then selected the data with respect to four

attributes, namely confirmed, active, deaths and recovered

cases for prediction. The proposed model is applied on the

selected columns to calculate the loss or gain in the cases

as illustrated in Fig. 3. The extraction and selection of data

are done using pandas by applying filtering as needed by

the current work. Training a data set is an essential part for

making any predictions. Every data set has real and random

patterns [55, 56]. The predicted model is exposed to both

type of patterns. Random patterns can be in favour or

against of the proposed model which affects the accuracy.

However, prediction models perfectly fit on the real data

set and give the results in an accurate manner [58–60]. But

no data are so real; therefore, no model can be 100%

Fig. 6 Prediction for next 4 weeks coronavirus cases in a India, b China, c France and d Nepal
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Fig. 7 Number of cases with a time lag of 3 days a India, b China, c France and d Nepal
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Fig. 7 continued
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accurate. The current study is making the predictions based

on the real-time data which is updating every day and for

maintaining the accuracy of diffusion prediction model; no

testing and validation data can be generated as it can

hamper the accuracy of the model. For optimizing the

prediction results, ’Nelder-Mead’ optimization algorithm is

applied [61]. The algorithm minimizes the model loss for

confirmed, deaths, active and recovered cases.

Authors have analysed the common symptoms among

people of these four countries who were infected by this

disease. Figure 4 illustrates the common symptoms shown

by a coronavirus positive patient. From the figure, it can be

easily concluded that the fever, dry cough, fatigue are the

three most common symptoms among coronavirus patients.

The present work also implemented LR, SVM and CNN

models on the same data set. LR attempts to model the

relationship between two variables by fitting a linear

equation to observed data. One variable is an explanatory

variable, which is the time in this case, and the other is a

dependent variable, which is the number of cases [19].

SVM can be used as a regression method, maintaining

all the main features such as active cases and increase rate,

that characterizes the algorithm (maximal margin). The

Support vector regression (SVR) uses the same principles

as the SVM, with only a few minor differences. The ability

of SVM to solve nonlinear regression estimation problems

makes SVM successful in time series forecasting [62].

CNNs can be applied to time series forecasting. CNNs

can be used to model univariate time series forecasting

problems. Univariate time series are data sets comprised of

a single series of observations, which is the number of

active cases in this case, with a temporal ordering, and a

model is required to learn from the series of past obser-

vations to predict the next value in the sequence [20].

3.4 Simulation environment

Simulation environment has been implemented using

Python 3.7 with open-source libraries like Pandas, Numpy,

matplotlib, and SciPy [63]. The working environment set-

up is built up on Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-10th Gen CPU with

16 GB RAM and 64-bit Windows 10 pro Operating

system.

For forecasting the coronavirus cases using diffusion-

prediction model, authors have considered the following

Fig. 8 Accuracy of proposed model for India
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values for the parameters length of data set, number of days

and learning rate as follows:

n ¼ 200000

a ¼ 0:5

N ¼ 100

the value of N and n are adapting values throughout the

simulation on each iteration. The value of a is random.

Here, a is representing the learning rate and t is repre-

senting the iteration size over the data set for simulation.

The execution time taken by the proposed model is 9.23 s

which is less than the other state-of-art models. The present

work discusses the working of proposed model at iteration

400 for India.

Prediction of number of confirmed cases at t ¼ 400

n ¼ 566478263:7777517

a ¼ 0:0007715674395533927

a ¼ 2:802644928688956

max n; 0ð Þ ¼ 566478263:7777517

min �a; 0ð Þ ¼ �0:0007715674395533927

max a; 0ð Þ ¼ 2:802644928688956

h ¼ min �a; 0ð Þ � t ¼ �0:3086269758213571

1� eh ¼ 1� e�0:3086269758213571 ¼ 0:26554531170913054

P ¼ 13779971:680432752

Prediction of number of deaths at t ¼ 400

n ¼ 1160000:1287178234

a ¼ 0:0007715674395533927

a ¼ 2:802644928688956

max n; 0ð Þ ¼ 1160000:1287178234

min �a; 0ð Þ ¼ �0:0014900419151811246

Fig. 9 Accuracy of proposed model for China
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max a; 0ð Þ ¼ 2:318459508937784

h ¼ min �a; 0ð Þ � t ¼ �0:5960167660724498

1� eh ¼ 1� e�0:5960167660724498 ¼ 0:448997959226239

P ¼ 181217:72894852978

3.5 Simulation results

Like information available at John Hopkins University

repository, diffusion prediction model also forecasts the

confirmed, active, recovered and death cases for India,

China, France and Nepal as shown in Fig. 5. Here, light

coloured lines are representing the cases predicted by

proposed model, whereas bold lines are used for repre-

senting actual cases. The diffusion prediction model was

executed at the end of month January 2021. Figure 5 shows

the exponential increase in the cases of coronavirus con-

firmed cases and recovered cases. It has been observed that

the model is very accurate in giving the desired predicting

output as the actual cases lines are superimposing on the

lines of the model predicted cases.

After applying the proposed model on the current data

till Jan 2021, the diffusion model has executed for pre-

dicting the number of cases for the future. The model is

executed on the day of 2 February 2021. Figure 6 shows

the results of the cases predicted by the model for the next

4 weeks.

Figure 7 illustrates about the number of cases with a

time lag of 3 days. It has taken the data from the day the

cases started to rise (30th March 2020) and has success-

fully predicted the count of confirmed, deaths, recovered

and active cases.

4 Performance evaluation

For evaluating the performance of diffusion prediction

model, authors have applied the SVM model, LR model

and CNN model on the same data set for predicting the

Fig. 10 Accuracy of proposed model for France
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coronavirus cases for all these four countries. The perfor-

mance is compared in terms of two metrics, namely

accuracy and error.

Accuracy defines the fraction of actual prediction of the

cases and can be computed as mentioned in Eq. (9). Error

rate specifies the false prediction of cases and can be

computed as given in Eq. (10).

Accuracy %ð Þ

¼ 1�
Xn

i¼0

abs Confirmed ið Þ �Model Confirmed ið Þð Þ
Confirmed ið Þ

	 
� �

� 100

ð9Þ

Error %ð Þ

¼
Xn

i¼0

abs Confirmed ið Þ �Model Confirmed ið Þð Þ
Confirmed ið Þ

	 


� 100

ð10Þ

where n specifies the number of cases on the last date,

confirmed(i) denotes the actual confirmed cases and

ModelConfirmed (i) denotes the confirmed cases by the

applied prediction model. The computed accuracy is

illustrated for all three models in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 and

error rate is illustrated from Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15. Here

model represents the proposed diffusion prediction model;

SVM represents SVM prediction model; and LR represents

the LR prediction model.

5 Results and discussions

The diffusion prediction model is introduced for predicting

the coronavirus cases in India, China, France and Nepal.

The model is predicting the total number of confirmed

cases, deaths, recovered and active cases. This pandemic

situation necessitates efficient and effective approaches to

counteract the spread of disease. It is essential for the

governing bodies to execute the mandatory activities to

retain the national economy growth. Consequently, it

vitally raises the need to develop an effective prediction

model which can help the government to decide policies in

the pandemic situations. This work highlighted the current

coronavirus condition of four countries and the ongoing

pattern and severity of coronavirus outbreak using diffu-

sion prediction model. The proposed research is an effort to

introduce a model to forecast coronavirus cases in these

countries. From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the prediction

Fig. 11 Accuracy of proposed model for Nepal
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results are almost similar to the actual confirmed cases as

both lines are walking together. It can be concluded from

analysis of results through graphs and performance metrics

that diffusion model outperformed over the other three

models. Predicted outcome of diffusion model is extremely

comparable with the real-time cases for all four countries.

As per the forecasted findings of diffusion model,

authors determined that by 4 March 2021, 1,11,41,015

confirmed coronavirus cases might be in India which are

currently 1,07,78,209 (as on 2 February 2021), predicted

deaths might reach up to 1,59,419 which are currently (as

on 2 February 2021) 1,54,635, active case and recovered

cases might be 1,29,352 and 1,08,52,244, respectively,

which are now (as on 2 February 2021) 1,57,348 and

1,04,61,700. Official coronavirus data released by John

Hopkins University also specified the number of confirmed

cases, active cases, recovered cases and deaths as

1,11,73,761 confirmed cases, 1,57,548 deaths, 1,08,39,894

recovered cases, 176,319 (as on 4th March) which are very

much closer to our predicted death cases. The detailed

analyses of results for other countries are described in

Table 3. LR, SVM and CNN models are also implemented

to check the performance as these models are widely

accepted for making predictions. Table 3 also presents the

predicted cases for all countries after applying LR, SVM

and CNN models.

The proposed model gives better accuracy for all four

countries as illustrated from Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11. For

India, it gives an accuracy of 93.234%, 93.35% for China,

94.48% for Nepal and 95.05% for France. Though SVM

model gives 89.34% accuracy for India, 87.98% for China,

91.22% for Nepal and 86.88% for France, LR model gives

an accuracy of 88.84% for India, 86% for China, 86.9% for

Nepal and 86% for France. CNN model gives the better

accuracy over LR and SVM model but less than proposed

diffusion prediction model. It gives 92.37% for India,

92.21% for China, 94.08% for France and 94.04% for

Nepal.

Error rate for proposed model is 6.77%, 6.65%, 5.52%,

4.95% for India, China, Nepal and France, respectively, as

shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14 and 15. However, SVM gives

10.655%, 12.02%, 8.77%, 13.12% error rate for India,

Fig. 12 Error rate of proposed model for India
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Fig. 13 Error rate of proposed model for China

Fig. 14 Error rate of proposed model for France
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Fig. 15 Error rate of proposed model for Nepal

Table 3 Actual cases Vs.

predicted cases
Country Actual cases Predicted cases

Diffusion prediction LR SVM CNN

Confirmed cases

India 11,173,761 11,141,015 9,938,946 10,384,709 11,089,432

China 101,055 100,489 84,629 90,483 99,494

France 3,895,430 3,817,442 4,256,486 4,132,422 3,792,473

Nepal 274,488 280,942 204,711 224,441 271,344

Deaths

India 157,548 159,419 204,191 198,322 169,347

China 4837 4798 8038 7934 3950

France 87,988 85,761 97,648 96,824 86,297

Nepal 2778 2693 1948 2142 2631

Active cases

India 176,319 129,352 103,849 109,382 127,593

China 443 397 804 794 530

France 3,537,968 3,489,050 3,138,401 3,301,138 3,569,237

Nepal 1027 1342 1854 1829 1694

Recovered cases

India 10,839,894 10,852,244 8,934,751 9,273,921 10,738,481

China 95,775 89,761 71,758 78,263 88,493

France 269,474 264,747 290,101 290,021 264,011

Nepal 270,683 277,535 184,849 232,546 259,374
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China, Nepal and France correspondingly. LR gives

11.55%, 14%, 13%, 13.9% error rate for India, China,

Nepal and France correspondingly. CNN gives 7.63%,

7.78%, 5.91% and 5,91% error rate for India, China,

France and Nepal, respectively. From Fig. 8, it can be

easily observed that the proposed model is better in terms

of accuracy over SVM and LR model and similar is the

case with error rate. The results of both performance

metrices itself prove the performance of diffusion predic-

tion model. The following are the key points from the

present work:

• The diffusion prediction model may be implemented as

a timely warning alarm to battle against the current

coronavirus pandemic.

• As the solution presented a real-time prediction, the

system can be used to regularly update the predictions

by manipulating the actual confirmed cases.

• Diffusion prediction model shows the predictions for

next one month and which can be considered to check

the impact of measures implemented by the

governments.

6 Conclusion and future work

The present research forecasts the total confirmed cases,

deaths, recovered and active cases as per reported cases

based on coronavirus data released by JH University for

India, China, France and Nepal. The present study rec-

ommends that an emergency can be there before the proper

vaccination process. The proposed model predicted the

number of cases in these countries for both the scenarios

‘When diffusion takes time through infected person’ and

‘when immediate diffusion through infected person’. The

proposed model is that the number of cases is increasing in

coming weeks and this epidemic will continue, but the

number of active cases is drastically decreased for three

countries except France. For evaluating the performance,

SVM, LR and CNN models have also implemented. The

results proved the efficacy of proposed model as the actual

confirmed cases and the cases predicted by the proposed

model are mostly walking together. In future, if more

attributes will be available, the model can be expanded to

predict more attributes and can also be implemented for

other countries.
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